Rx
FOR
HEALTHCARE
ROOFING.
Keep your vital services and staff running strong, no matter what.
800.551.5602 naroofing.com

The healthcare industry is forced to walk a thin line between balancing budgets, obeying ever-changing healthcare
regulations, and providing quality patient care. The landscape is increasingly competitive, and profit margins are harder
and harder to find. And doing all this in a clean, safe environment that can ill afford downtime is essential. Disruptions
due to roof leaks and repairs can jeopardize infection control regulations and can cost millions in lost revenue as well
as patient safety. We understand the unique issues that healthcare facilities face. Our comprehensive approach to your
roofing system design helps you maintain minimal operational impact to patients and staff. Call us today to learn more
at 800.551.5602.

A SNAPSHOT OF OUR PROCESS
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•

•
•

Experienced engineering and technical professionals available to
collaborate and assist with writing and developing specifications 		
unique to your facility
Comprehensive and itemized proposals for every roof
installation detail
Tiered levels of interior protection service to help ensure no
contamination of sterile environments
Real-time collaboration on every project through on-site project 		
management
Accountability to provide the best customer experience with the 		
industry’s only customer action center—ensuring every project is
completed to your expectations
Dedicated quality and safety inspectors that ensure a safe and 		
secure work environment for your business and our employees
We’re a nationwide contractor, certified and well regarded for quality
by all major roofing manufacturers to provide commercial roof
warranty systems and support.

HEALTHCARE FACILITY ROOFING OPTIONS
Single-ply TPO and PVC are typically the best roofing solutions for healthcare facilities. Both of these membrane types are lightweight and highly
durable—not to mention how highly reflective both of them are. Their
superior reflectivity allows for the added benefit of reduced energy costs
and possible LEED credit qualification.

OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGES OF HEALTHCARE
FACILITY ROOFING
Healthcare roof replacements require expertise and the understanding
that any contamination can jeopardize patient safety and health, as
well as damage expensive medical equipment. A roofing contractor
who can properly identify, assess, and plan for every aspect of your
roof replacement results in uncompromised patient care and minimal
downtime. Our goal is to assist you quickly and economically, keeping
your buildings dry and safe without disrupting daily operations.

North American Roofing creates lifelong partnerships by continually
exceeding our customers’ expectations. Below are just a few of our successes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

HealthSouth Rehab Hospitals
Sisters of Mercy of the Americas
Abbott Laboratories
Cardinal Health
Aeroflow Healthcare
Nephron Pharmaceuticals

